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This study assessed the clinical performance of a combined
PET/CT system using 18F-FDG in oncologic patients. Methods:
18F-FDG PET/CT was used to evaluate 204 patients with 586
suspicious lesions. All patients had available follow-up data,
enabling assessment of the clinical significance of hybrid
PET/CT findings. Differences in interpretation between PET, CT,
and fused PET/CT data were prospectively documented for
detection, localization, and characterization of each evaluated
site. The additional value of PET/CT for data interpretation over
that of separate PET and CT was classified into several criteria,
including change in lesion characterization to either definitely
benign or definitely malignant, precise anatomic localization of
malignant 18F-FDG uptake, and retrospective lesion detection
on PET and CT. The clinical impact of information provided by
PET/CT on patient management was assessed on the basis of
follow-up data concerning further diagnostic or therapeutic ap-
proach. Analysis of data was performed for the whole study
population, for different types of cancer, and for different ana-
tomic sites. Results: PET/CT provided additional information
over the separate interpretation of PET and CT in 99 patients
(49%) with 178 sites (30%). PET/CT improved characterization
of equivocal lesions as definitely benign in 10% of sites and as
definitely malignant in 5% of sites. It precisely defined the
anatomic location of malignant 18F-FDG uptake in 6%, and it led
to retrospective lesion detection on PET or CT in 8%. The
results of PET/CT had an impact on the management of 28
patients (14%). Hybrid PET/CT data obviated the need for further
evaluation in 5 patients, guided further diagnostic procedures in 7
patients, and assisted in planning therapy for 16 patients. Conclu-
sion: Hybrid PET/CT improves the diagnostic interpretation of
18F-FDG PET and CT in cancer patients and has an impact on both
diagnostic and therapeutic aspects of patient management.
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Over the last 2 decades, 18F-FDG PET has dramatically
increased the accuracy of metabolic mapping of numerous
malignancies, with significant impact on the management of
cancer patients at different stages of their disease (1–3).
Discrepancies between the functional information provided
by 18F-FDG PET and morphologic information of conven-
tional imaging procedures have indicated that changes in
size or texture of tissues and organs cannot be used as the
sole expressions of malignancy (4,5). PET, on the other
hand, is inferior to conventional imaging in terms of spatial
resolution and localization of abnormalities. The absence of
clear anatomic landmarks is a disadvantage of PET, ham-
pering its diagnostic usefulness (6,7). Identification of re-
gions of normal biodistribution of 18F-FDG is usually help-
ful for anatomic orientation but is neither optimal nor as
accurate as CT.

Correlating information from 2 different imaging modal-
ities is important for improving the diagnostic results of
both tests (8–11). The recognition of the complementary
role of morphologic and functional imaging has motivated
the search for optimized integration of 2 different sets of
imaging data. Coregistration of separately performed imag-
ing procedures has been successful for the brain. For other
parts of the body, coregistration poses a greater challenge
because of changes in patient position and in organ content
and location between the 2 procedures. In addition, time-
consuming, complicated fusion models and algorithms
made such techniques clinically impractical (12).

The recent development of a hybrid PET/CT scanner for
the simultaneous acquisition of anatomic (CT) and func-
tional (PET) data overcomes technical hardships and offers
image fusion for routine clinical practice (12–14). This
study presents the initial evaluation of the clinical perfor-
mance of the PET/CT system in oncologic patients. The
study assesses the additional value of hybrid PET/CT data,
over that of separate PET and CT, for improving diagnostic
imaging and cancer patient management.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient Population
Two hundred four consecutive patients with suspected or

known malignancy, evaluated by 18F-FDG imaging using a com-
bined PET/CT system (Discovery LS; General Electric Medical
Systems) between June 2001 and March 2002, who had available
follow-up data to assess the clinical significance of hybrid PET/CT
findings, were included in the study. The PET/CT device is the
only current available PET imaging device at our institution and is
always used as a combined system for 18F-FDG imaging. The
Institutional Review Board of the hospital approved the study, and
each patient signed a written informed consent form.

Patients included 93 women and 111 men with a mean age of
59 y (range, 5–89 y). Sixty-four patients had lung cancer, 34 had
gastrointestinal tumors, 33 had lymphoma, 16 had genitourinary
tract malignancies, 13 had breast cancer, 10 had skin tumors, 5 had
sarcoma, and 4 had cancer of the head and neck. Two patients each
had neuroendocrine cancer or metastatic disease of unknown ori-
gin and 1 patient had a mesothelioma. Twenty patients with no
prior history of malignancy were referred for further evaluation of
a single pulmonary nodule (SPN) seen on CT. 18F-FDG was
performed for initial staging in 35 patients and for restaging of
recurrent malignancy in 11 patients. Twenty patients had 18F-FDG
performed to assess cancer response to therapy. In 118 patients,
18F-FDG was performed after therapy as a routine follow-up
procedure or for further evaluation of suspected recurrence.

Six hundred eight suspicious sites were evaluated in the 204
included patients. Twenty-two of the 608 sites evaluated were
excluded from analysis because the final diagnosis in these sites
could not be confirmed. The final study group therefore included
204 patients with 586 suspicious sites. Thirty-seven lesions were
located in the head and neck region, 293 in the chest, 147 in the
abdomen and pelvis, and 109 were soft-tissue and skeletal sites.
The mean number of lesions per patient was 3.1 (range, 1–16
lesions); 59 patients had a single suspicious site.

Imaging Protocol
Patient Preparation. Patients were instructed to fast for 4 h

before injection of 18F-FDG (except for glucose-free oral hydra-
tion). Blood glucose was measured before injection of the tracer to
ensure glucose blood levels of �11.1 mmol/L. The injection dose
of 18F-FDG ranged between 370 and 555 MBq (10–15 mCi) in
adults and was weight-adjusted in children (5.3 MBq/kg [0.144
mCi/kg]). After injection, patients were kept lying comfortably.
No urinary bladder catheterization was performed and no oral
muscle relaxants were administered.

Acquisition Protocol. The hybrid PET/CT system used to per-
form 18F-FDG imaging combines a third-generation multislice
spiral CT with a dedicated full-ring bismuth germanate PET scan-
ner. For PET/CT acquisition, the CT scanner with a transaxial field
of view (FOV) of 50 cm and is operated in 4-slice helical mode
with a rotational speed of 0.8 s per 360°. The x-ray tube is operated
with a voltage peak of 140 kV, 80 mA, 6:1 pitch, with slice
thickness of 4.25 mm. The PET scanner has a transaxial FOV of 55
cm and an axial FOV of 15.2 cm, with 35 image slices at an axial
sampling of 4.25 mm per slice. PET scanning is performed in a
2-dimensional mode for 5 min per FOV.

The PET and CT components share a common table. The
centers of the FOV of PET and CT are offset axially by 68 cm. The

entire system is housed within a single casing with a common path,
110-cm-long tunnel, which narrows down from 70 cm at the CT
side to 60 cm at the PET side. Three positional laser beam sources
provide external and internal landmark definition. Patient position-
ing is performed only once before acquisition of both modalities.
The positional information of the table and patient is shared for
both the CT and PET acquisitions to ensure proper registration of
the 2 images. Two translation mechanisms of the table prevent
differential vertical deflections of the table between the CT and
PET acquisition planes. Accurate mechanical alignment is ensured
during installation, by acquiring a dedicated phantom with multi-
ple landmarks, which appear in both the CT and PET studies. The
system image alignment is within 1.3 mm at the center and 2.0 mm
at 20 cm from the center of the FOV in the x-, y-, and z-directions.
Optimized reconstruction parameters can compensate for any re-
sidual mechanical misalignment. Both PET and CT are operated
from an integrated console using a single extended keyboard and
mouse.

PET/CT scanning is started 60 min after 18F-FDG injection. The
protocol includes an initial CT acquisition with no administration
of oral or intravenous contrast agents, followed by the PET scan.
Imaging is performed with the patient breathing normally during
both parts of the procedure. The patient’s arms are positioned
above the head, unless head and neck lesions are known or
suspected or patients are unable to hold this position for the whole
study period. The radiation dose for the patient from the CT is
about 5 mGy (500 mrad) for a routine clinical protocol, which is
about 20% of the typical radiation dose of a diagnostic CT scan.
After completing the CT, the table is moved toward the FOV of the
PET, and PET acquisition of the same axial range is initialized
with the patient in the same position on the table.

Processing Protocol. The CT images are acquired and recon-
structed using optimized parameters for attenuation correction.
Data obtained from the CT acquisition are used for low-noise
attenuation correction of PET emission data and for fusion of
attenuation-corrected PET images with the corresponding CT im-
ages. CT Hounsfield units are converted into 511-keV attenuation
coefficients, using a special bilinear conversion algorithm. PET
images are reconstructed using ordered-subset expectation maxi-
mization software, with measured CT attenuation correction.

After completion of PET acquisition, the reconstructed attenu-
ation-corrected PET images, CT images, and fused images of
matching pairs of PET and CT images are available for review in
axial, coronal, and sagittal planes and in maximum-intensity pro-
jections, 3-dimensional cine mode, using the manufacturer’s re-
view station (eNTegra; General Electric Medical Systems). The
reconstructed PET and CT images are displayed using a matrix of
128 � 128 pixels for the PET and 512 � 512 pixels for the CT.
Fused images are displayed on a matrix of 128 � 128 for coronal
and sagittal images and 512 � 512 for the transaxial images, with
PET images in a predefined color map on top of the gray-scale CT.

Data Interpretation
Data generated after the PET/CT acquisition, including 18F-

FDG PET, CT, and fused PET/CT images of the same body range,
were reviewed directly from the computer screen of the worksta-
tion. Independently performed high-resolution contrast-enhanced
CT scans, obtained up to 2 mo before the PET/CT, were also
reviewed. Any site questioned as possibly malignant on physical
examination, CT, or PET was defined as a suspicious site. Two
experienced nuclear medicine physicians, aware of patient clinical
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history and results of previously performed conventional imaging
tests, including the diagnostic CT study, initially interpreted the
stand-alone 18F-FDG PET images. The presence and localization
of any area of increased 18F-FDG uptake and its characterization as
benign, malignant, or equivocal were recorded prospectively. A
site of increased 18F-FDG uptake was defined as benign when
related to physiologic biodistribution of 18F-FDG or to a known
nonmalignant process. Any area of focal 18F-FDG activity, of
intensity higher than that of surrounding tissues, not related to
normal physiologic or benign 18F-FDG uptake, was defined as
malignant. Any other area of increased 18F-FDG uptake that could
not be clearly characterized was defined as an equivocal site on
PET. Two experienced radiologists, aware of the patient’s history
and clinical data, but blinded to current 18F-FDG PET results,
reviewed the separately performed diagnostic CT and the CT
component of the PET/CT study and compared them to previous
studies when available. A combined team of nuclear medicine
physicians and radiologists interpreted the fused PET/CT images
thereafter. Fused PET/CT data were prospectively recorded using
the same criteria as for PET, including characterization and local-
ization of all suspicious sites. Disagreements concerning final
interpretation were resolved by a majority opinion for PET, CT,
and PET/CT images.

Data Analysis
Differences in interpretation between PET, CT, and fused

PET/CT data were prospectively documented for detection, local-
ization, and characterization of each suspicious site. The principal
advantage of fusion of PET and CT images is its ability to
accurately localize abnormal 18F-FDG uptake detected on the PET
study to anatomic structures defined by CT. The additional value
was defined as new information provided by PET/CT, not previ-
ously gleaned from separate PET or CT studies, resulting in a
change in image interpretation. The additional diagnostic value of
PET/CT was therefore assessed by the combined team of experts
using one or more of the following criteria regarding changes in
image interpretation: (a) Characterization of a suspicious site,
previously considered malignant or equivocal on PET stand-alone,

as physiologic or benign. (b) Characterization of a suspicious site,
previously considered benign or equivocal on PET stand-alone, as
malignant. (c) Change in the anatomic localization of abnormal
18F-FDG uptake considered malignant on PET stand-alone. (d)
Retrospective detection of a lesion previously missed on PET. (e)
Retrospective detection of a lesion previously missed on CT.

Analysis of the changes in PET and CT interpretations attrib-
uted to the fused PET/CT data was performed on a per-patient and
per-site basis. The additional value of PET/CT imaging was as-
sessed for the whole study group, for different types of cancer, for
different anatomic regions, and for different time points of evalu-
ation in relation to the course of disease.

The clinical impact of PET/CT data was evaluated by the
combined team of experts, with respect to alterations in further
patient management attributed to the additional information pro-
vided by the hybrid imaging results. Modifications in the diagnos-
tic approach included sparing or guiding further diagnostic proce-
dures. Therapeutic modifications of the surgical, chemotherapy, or
radiotherapy strategy included replacing a previously planned ther-
apeutic modality by a different one or optimizing a previously
considered treatment protocol.

Statistical Analysis
We used the �2 test to determine the type of malignancy and the

region of the body for which the additional value of PET/CT was
most significant and the relationship of additional data obtained
from PET/CT to different time points of evaluation during the
course of disease. P values � 0.05 were considered statistically
significant.

RESULTS

The additional value of combined PET/CT for image
interpretation and its clinical impact on patient management
was assessed in 204 patients with 586 suspected sites by
comparing PET/CT data with those from separate PET and
CT studies (Fig. 1).

FIGURE 1. Summary of data: additional
value of PET/CT for single-step detection
of malignancy, definition of its location and
extent, and improved management.
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Impact of PET/CT on Image Interpretation
Image interpretation using PET/CT provided additional

information beyond that provided by the separate interpre-
tations of PET and the contrast-enhanced diagnostic CT in
99 patients (49%). Hybrid PET/CT imaging resulted in
changes in lesion detectability, localization, and character-
ization of 178 sites (30%). The presence or absence of
malignancy was confirmed by histopathology in 24 of the
sites and by further clinical follow-up and imaging data
(including CT, MRI, and bone scintigraphy) in 154 sites.
The mean follow-up period for benign sites was 6.7 mo
(range, 3–12 mo).

Site-Based Analysis. The site-based analysis of the addi-
tional value of fused PET/CT over PET or CT alone is
presented in Table 1. Data derived from hybrid imaging led
to a change in interpretation of PET in 115 sites, of CT in
43 sites, and of both PET and CT in 20 sites. PET/CT results
led to changes in interpretation of 61 of 147 sites in the
abdomen and pelvis (41%), of 12 of 37 sites in the head and
neck (32%), of 34 of 109 sites in soft tissues or bone (31%),
and of 71 of 293 sites in the chest (24%). The impact of
PET/CT on the diagnostic interpretation was significantly
greater for abdominopelvic sites (41%) than for any other
sites (P � 0.003).

The additional value of PET/CT for data interpretation
over that of separate PET and CT was classified into several
criteria. (Table 1). PET/CT led to a change in characteriza-
tion of 91 of the 586 evaluated sites (16%):

(a) Characterization of a suspicious site as definitely
benign: Sixty sites of increased 18F-FDG uptake (10%),
previously considered malignant or equivocal on PET, were
defined as benign using fused data. These included 34 sites
in the chest, 19 of them foci of increased 18F-FDG activity
precisely localized to physiologic uptake in hilar or medi-
astinal vessels. Sixteen sites were located in the abdomen
and pelvis, 8 sites in soft tissues or bone, and 2 in the head
and neck. Fifty-seven of these 60 sites (90%) were con-
firmed as benign on further imaging and clinical follow-up

(Fig. 2). Three sites of increased 18F-FDG uptake were
falsely interpreted as benign on the basis of PET/CT fused
data. One site of uptake at the gastroesophageal junction
was localized by fused images to a region of hiatal hernia
but was found by biopsy, several weeks later, to represent
esophageal cancer. Two other sites in the chest wall and
lung hilus, defined by fused images as postsurgical changes
and hilar blood vessels, were diagnosed as local recurrence
and metastatic adenopathy, respectively, 4 mo later.

(b) Characterization of a suspicious site as definitely
malignant: Thirty-one sites of increased 18F-FDG uptake
(5%), previously considered benign or equivocal on PET
alone, were characterized as definitely malignant after re-
viewing the PET/CT study (Fig. 3). Fourteen of these 31
lesions (45%) were abdominopelvic sites, most of them
initially interpreted as physiologic 18F-FDG uptake in the
gastrointestinal tract, 10 chest sites, 5 head and neck sites,
and 2 skeletal sites. Cancer was confirmed in 29 of these 31
sites. Two sites of abnormal mediastinal and cervical up-
take, initially considered benign or equivocal on PET alone,
were incorrectly interpreted as malignant on PET/CT after
being localized to a cluster of mediastinal lymph nodes, and
to normal-sized cervical lymph nodes, and showed no evi-
dence of disease on follow-up of 7 and 12 mo, respectively.

(c) Precise anatomic localization of a site of malignant
18F-FDG uptake: Hybrid PET/CT imaging changed the an-
atomic localization of 37 sites of abnormal 18F-FDG uptake
(6%) considered as definitely malignant lesions by PET
alone (Fig. 4). These included 17 abdominopelvic sites, 12
sites in the chest, and 8 soft-tissue or skeletal sites. Cancer
was confirmed in 35 of the 37 sites. In 2 sites there was no
evidence of disease on further imaging and clinical fol-
low-up of 8 mo.

(d) Retrospective detection of a lesion on PET: Seven
sites (1%) were retrospectively detected on PET after re-
viewing PET/CT data, including 2 sites in the oropharynx,
3 pulmonary nodules, and 1 site each of subcarinal and iliac

TABLE 1
Site-Based Analysis of Changes in Image Interpretation After PET/CT

Criteria Head and neck Chest Abdominopelvic Soft tissue and bone Total

Precise lesion characterization and localization on PET after PET/CT
As benign 2 34 16 8 60
As malignant 5 10 14 2 31
Precise localization of

malignant lesion — 12 17 8 37
Retrospective lesion detection after PET/CT

On PET 2 4 1 — 7
On CT* 6 19 21 17 63

Total† (%) 12 71 61 34 178
(32) (24) (41) (31) (30)

*Independently performed high-resolution contrast-enhanced CT and CT component of PET/CT.
†Each site was counted only once, although fusion could have been beneficial for interpretation in �1 criterion.
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FIGURE 2. Precise localization of increased 18F-FDG uptake
and exclusion of malignancy, after PET/CT. A 68-y-old man, 3 y
after partial gastrectomy for adenocarcinoma of stomach, was
referred for 18F-FDG PET/CT for further evaluation of polypoid
mass in gastric stump detected on routine follow-up gastros-
copy, with equivocal biopsy results. (A) 18F-FDG PET coronal
images (top) and axial images (bottom) show increased 18F-FDG
uptake in region of stomach (arrow). (B) Hybrid PET/CT axial
image (top) precisely localizes and defines uptake as physio-
logic activity at gastric stump (arrowhead). Suspicious polypoid
mass in anastomotic region (arrow), seen on corresponding
hybrid and CT slices (bottom) obtained during same acquisition,
shows no uptake of 18F-FDG. Findings on PET/CT were inter-
preted as physiologic 18F-FDG uptake in stomach and nonviable
residual mass. Patient showed no evidence of disease for fol-
low-up of 7 mo.

FIGURE 3. Precise characterization of increased 18F-FDG up-
take and retrospective lesion detection on CT, after PET/CT. A
35-y-old man, 22 mo after treatment for colon cancer, with
negative high-resolution contrast-enhanced CT and normal lev-
els of serum tumor markers, was referred for 18F-FDG PET for
further assessment of pelvic pain. (A) Coronal PET images show
area of increased 18F-FDG uptake in left pelvic region (arrow),
interpreted as equivocal for malignancy, possibly related to
inflammatory changes associated with ureteral stent or to phys-
iologic bowel uptake. (B) Hybrid PET/CT axial image (top) pre-
cisely localizes uptake to soft-tissue mass adjacent to left ure-
ter, anterior to left iliac vessels. Mass (arrow) was detected only
retrospectively on both diagnostic CT and CT component of
hybrid imaging study (bottom). Patient received chemotherapy,
resulting in pain relief and decrease in size of pelvic mass on
follow-up CT.
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adenopathy. Five of these sites were confirmed as malig-
nant. There was no evidence of malignancy in 2 sites on
follow-up of 9 and 14 mo, respectively.

(e) Retrospective detection of a lesion on CT: Sixty-three
sites (11%) were detected on diagnostic CT and on the CT
component of PET/CT imaging, only retrospectively, after
evaluation of the fused PET/CT images (Figs. 3 and 4). The
anatomic distribution included 21 sites in the abdominopel-
vic region, 19 in the chest, 17 soft-tissue and skeletal sites,
and 6 sites in the head and neck. In 43 of these sites (7% of
all sites), PET/CT data affected only the interpretation of
CT, whereas in the remaining 20 sites fusion was beneficial
for the interpretation of both PET and CT (Table 1).

Overall, of 178 sites in which PET/CT changed the initial
diagnostic interpretation of PET and CT, fusion data were
accurate in 169 sites. In only 9 sites (1.5% of all sites
evaluated, 5% of the 178 sites) were the changes in inter-
pretation attributed to PET/CT data found to be erroneous.

Patient-Based Analysis. Patient-based analysis showed
that PET/CT provided additional information beyond that
provided by the separate interpretations of PET or CT in 99
of the total number of patients (49%). These 99 studies
included 89 of 146 positive PET studies (60%) and 10 of 58
negative PET studies (17%). PET/CT was of additional
value for image interpretation in 23 of 34 patients with
primary gastrointestinal tumors (68%), in 42 of 84 patients
with an SPN and lung cancer (50%), and in 12 of 33 patients
with lymphoma (36%). The impact of PET/CT on diagnos-
tic interpretation was significantly greater for patients with
gastrointestinal malignancies than for patients with any
other malignancy (P � 0.05).

PET/CT was of additional value in imaging interpretation
in 5 of 20 patients referred for diagnosis of malignancy
(25%), in 22 of 46 patients referred for staging or restaging
(48%), in 8 of 20 patients referred for assessment of therapy
response (40%), and in 64 of 118 patients evaluated during
follow-up (54%). There was no statistically significant dif-
ference in the number of studies showing an additional
value of PET/CT in patients evaluated at different time
points during the course of disease.

Clinical Impact of PET/CT on Patient Management
PET/CT results had an impact on the management of 28

of the 204 patients (14%) evaluated. This included 12 pa-
tients with lung cancer or an SPN, 8 with colon cancer, and
8 patients with other tumors. Six of the 28 patients were
evaluated for staging, 2 during therapy, and 18 for suspected
recurrence. Changes in management were induced by
changes in PET interpretation in 16 patients, by modifica-
tion of CT reports in 2 patients, and by different review of
both PET and CT in 10 patients.

The additional information provided by PET/CT obviated
the need for further evaluation of 5 patients with equivocal
findings on PET stand-alone. PET/CT localized these sus-
picious sites of 18F-FDG uptake to hilar vessels in 3 patients,

FIGURE 4. Precise anatomic localization of malignant 18F-
FDG uptake and retrospective lesion detection on CT, after
PET/CT. A 33-y-old man with Hodgkin’s disease in left cervical
region was referred for 18F-FDG PET for staging. No other sites
of disease were reported on CT. (A) PET images show infradia-
phragmatic focus of abnormal 18F-FDG uptake in medial border
of liver, consistent with either liver involvement (stage IV dis-
ease?) or nodal disease in porta hepatis (stage III disease?). (B)
Hybrid PET/CT axial image (top) precisely localizes 18F-FDG
uptake to adenopathy at porta hepatis, only retrospectively
detected on corresponding CT image (bottom) (arrow). Patient
was treated as having stage III disease and achieved complete
response, showing no evidence of disease for follow-up of 12
mo.
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to a calcified abdominal aorta in 1 patient, and to physio-
logic gastric activity in 1 patient. Four of these patients had
no evidence of disease on further follow-up of 7 mo. The
fifth patient, with recurrent lung cancer, was referred for
radiotherapy of a single bone metastasis after PET/CT ex-
cluded malignancy in an area of increased hilar 18F-FDG
uptake with no further evidence of malignancy in the me-
diastinum on follow-up.

In 7 patients, PET/CT guided further invasive diagnostic
procedures. In 4 patients, malignancy was confirmed, by
intestinal biopsy in 2 patients, by biopsy of a supraclavicular
adenopathy in 1 patient, and by biopsy of a pancreatic mass
in 1 patient. In 3 patients, malignancy was excluded by
PET/CT-guided biopsy, with a histologic diagnosis of an
anthracotic mediastinal lymph node, a thyroid adenoma, and
a benign pelvic inflammation.

In 16 patients, PET/CT assisted in planning of the ther-
apeutic strategy. Four patients were referred for previously
unplanned surgery, including 3 patients with recurrent colon
cancer referred for an explorative laparotomy of abdomi-
nopelvic lesions precisely characterized and localized on
fused images. Thoracotomy was performed in 1 high-sur-
gical-risk patient with an SPN, only after abnormal 18F-FDG
uptake was retrospectively detected by PET/CT in that lung
lesion, further diagnosed after surgery as a bronchoalveolar
cancer. In 1 patient with a single liver metastasis, PET/CT
induced retrospective identification of an additional hepatic
lesion and modified the surgical approach to include resec-
tion of both lesions.

In 5 of the 16 patients, PET/CT results led to the admin-
istration of previously unplanned chemotherapy. In 2 of
these patients, recurrent disease was diagnosed, with sub-
sequent initiation of chemotherapy. In 3 patients, fusion
data up-staged recurrent disease, and chemotherapy was
administered instead of the previously planned surgery.

In 6 of the 16 patients, radiotherapy was initiated or
modified on the basis of the PET/CT data. Two patients
were referred for previously unplanned radiotherapy. In 1
patient, radiotherapy was administered to a single iliac bone
metastasis retrospectively detected on PET/CT. In the sec-
ond patient, radiotherapy was administered to a residual
nasopharyngeal tumor detected retrospectively on PET after
the review of fused data. In 3 patients, the identification and
exact localization of additional malignant sites by PET/CT
extended the initially planned radiation field to include
mediastinal, retroperitoneal, and pelvic adenopathy, respec-
tively. Exclusion of hilar disease, suspected on PET alone,
allowed for a decrease in size of the radiation field in 1
patient. The clinical and imaging details of the patients in
whom PET/CT had an impact on management are presented
in Table 2.

DISCUSSION

The extensive use of imaging in the management of
cancer patients has not only defined the particular advan-

tages of both anatomic and functional modalities but also
highlighted their inherent limitations. The biologic signifi-
cance of the high-resolution anatomic details provided by
CT is compromised by the use of size criteria (5). The
metabolic information of PET lacks accurate topographic
orientation (6,11). The need for coregistration of anatomic
and functional imaging data arose from the recognition of
the complementary, not competitive, roles of both modali-
ties as a means of obtaining the most complete and accurate
noninvasive data for improved clinical management
(9,10,15).

Several reports have stressed the value of side-by-side
visual comparison of PET and CT (16–18). Correlation of
these different datasets, using various coregistration soft-
ware programs, provided a more accurate fusion of sepa-
rately performed PET and CT studies (15,17,18). Such
methods, however, were imprecise, technically compli-
cated, and time-consuming and, therefore, impractical for
routine clinical use (6,19). Simultaneous acquisition of PET
and CT using a combined PET/CT system provides the best
method for the precise alignment of these 2 datasets and
emerges as the most accurate and, at the same time, user-
friendly technology for both patients and physicians (9,12).
Accumulating data reveal improved diagnostic image inter-
pretation using fused data of a hybrid device over the
conventional interpretation of separate PET and CT (20–
28). However, current available studies using hybrid
PET/CT systems have assessed relatively small numbers of
patients and report only some of the criteria by which fused
imaging made its contribution for image interpretation and,
especially, for patient management (20–28).

This study evaluated 204 patients with 586 sites sugges-
tive of malignancy. The prospective comparison of PET/CT
with separately performed PET and diagnostic CT in this
large population found PET/CT to have additional value in
49% of patients and in 30% of sites. The principal advan-
tage of combined PET/CT imaging is its ability to accu-
rately localize abnormal metabolic changes detected on the
PET study to anatomic structures defined on CT. Our study
prospectively investigated whether PET/CT using a single
device has an additional value, beyond that obtained from
side-by-side evaluation of the separate PET and CT images,
for the detection, localization, and characterization of ma-
lignant sites in cancer patients. To obtain a detailed analysis
of the modifications in image interpretation associated with
better localization of 18F-FDG uptake, we assessed the
changes attributed to the fused data in several categories.
We further analyzed whether additional diagnostic improve-
ment also had an impact on different aspects of the clinical
management of patients.

Analysis of the categories in which combined PET/CT
was beneficial for image interpretation showed that fusion
data excluded malignancy by localizing 18F-FDG uptake to
structures with physiologic or benign uptake in 10% of
suspected sites. Hybrid imaging precisely characterized 34
thoracic sites as nonmalignant. Benign increased 18F-FDG
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uptake of unclear etiology has been described in the chest in
7% of PET studies in 58 lymphoma patients (29). Nonma-
lignant hilar and mediastinal 18F-FDG uptake in blood ves-
sels has been described as a possible source of false-positive
PET results (30). As shown by our results, PET/CT imaging
overcomes this pitfall and enables benign characterization

of these foci. In our study, malignancy was also excluded in
16 gastrointestinal sites, for which activity was related to
physiologic 18F-FDG uptake.

Fusion was of value in changing the characterization of
areas of 18F-FDG uptake from benign or equivocal to ma-
lignant in 5% of evaluated sites. About half were abdomi-

TABLE 2
Impact of PET/CT on Management of Patients: Clinical Details

Patient
no. Diagnosis

PET/CT
additional

value*
Lesion definition

after PET/CT Impact and follow-up

1 Lung cancer, treatment response a Vascular structure Exclusion of cancer, NED on 7-mo follow-up
2 Lung cancer, suspected recurrence a Vascular structure Exclusion of cancer, NED on 7-mo follow-up
3 Lung cancer, suspected recurrence a Vascular structure Exclusion of cancer, NED on 7-mo follow-up
4 Stomach cancer, suspected

recurrence
a Physiologic uptake

in gastric lumen
Exclusion of cancer, NED on 7-mo follow-up

5 Lung cancer, suspected recurrence a Vascular structure Exclusion of hilar metastasis, radiotherapy of
single bone metastasis

6 Melanoma, staging b, e Thyroid lesion Guiding biopsy, benign nodule
7 Lung cancer, staging c Lesion in ischium Guiding biopsy, tendinitis
8 Breast cancer, suspected

recurrence
b Mediastinal LN Guiding mediastinoscopy, antracotic LN

9 Colon cancer, suspected
recurrence

c Lesion in colon Guiding colonoscopy and biopsy, recurrence

10 SPN, diagnosis c Lesion in colon Guiding biopsy, primary colon cancer and
lung metastasis

11 Colon cancer, suspected
recurrence

b, e Supraclavicular LN Guiding biopsy, metastatic adenopathy

12 Renal tumor, suspected recurrence b Mass in pancreas Guiding biopsy, metastasis in pancreas
13 SPN, diagnosis d Lesion in lung Guiding curative surgery, bronchoalveolar

cancer
14 Colon cancer, suspected

recurrence
c Abdominal mass Guiding surgery, omental metastases

15 Colon cancer, suspected
recurrence

c Parasplenic LN Guiding surgery, LN metastases

16 Colon cancer, suspected
recurrence

b, e Pelvic LN Guiding surgery, LN metastases

17 Recurrent colon cancer, restaging e Hepatic lesion Planning surgical approach, liver wedge
resection

18 Colon cancer, suspected
recurrence

b, e Mesenteric LN Referred to chemotherapy

19 Colon cancer, suspected
recurrence

b, e Parailiac LN Referred to chemotherapy

20 Recurrent ovary cancer, restaging b, e Parasplenic LN Referred to chemotherapy, surgery canceled
21 Recurrent lung cancer, restaging c, e Lung lesion Referred to chemotherapy, surgery canceled
22 Lung cancer, suspected recurrence c, e Retrocrural LN Referred to chemotherapy in addition to

surgery and radiotherapy
23 Lung cancer, suspected recurrence b, e Lesion in left ilium Referred to radiotherapy
24 Lymphoma, treatment response d Nasopharynx Referred to radiotherapy
25 Lung cancer, suspected recurrence e Mediastinal LN Change in radiation fields
26 Bladder cancer, suspected

recurrence
b, e Pelvic LN Change in radiation fields

27 Cervical cancer, staging c Retroperitoneal LN Change in radiation fields
28 Lung cancer, suspected recurrence a Vascular structure Exclusion of additional malignant site,

change in radiation fields

*PET/CT additional value: Categories by which PET/CT induced changes in image interpretation of suspected sites were classified as
follows: a � characterization as definitely benign (exclusion of malignancy); b � characterization as definitely malignant; c � precise
anatomic localization of malignant site; d � retrospective detection on PET; e � retrospective detection on high-resolution contrast-
enhanced CT and on CT of PET/CT.

NED � no evidence of disease; LN � lymph node.
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nopelvic sites, initially considered to be physiologic bowel
18F-FDG uptake. Because physiologic intestinal 18F-FDG
uptake is common, it may be more difficult to define 18F-
FDG uptake in this area as definitely malignant. Precise
coregistration using PET/CT reduces the number of lesions
falsely considered as physiologic 18F-FDG activity on PET
alone. This is probably the reason for the significant con-
tribution of hybrid imaging, found in our study, for the
assessment of abdominopelvic sites and in gastrointestinal
malignancies.

Hybrid PET/CT imaging is of potential special value in
the head and neck region, with its complex anatomy, both
before and, even more so, after therapy (26–28). Although
in our study, one third of head and neck lesions were
redefined as benign or malignant or were detected, follow-
ing PET/CT, after having been missed previously (Table 1),
our study population included only relatively few such
patients and sites. No conclusion, therefore, could be drawn
concerning the contribution of fused imaging in the head
and neck region in this study.

Although the initial scope of our study was to evaluate
the value of fused imaging over PET alone, PET/CT was
found to be of value for interpretation of CT as well, in
concurrence with other reports (11,21). In this large study
group, data from combined PET/CT images led to retro-
spective detection of malignant lesions previously missed
on both the separately performed diagnostic CT and the CT
component of the PET/CT, in 11% of evaluated, most of
them nodal sites of disease.

Overall, combined PET/CT led to modified interpretation
of one third of the total number of sites evaluated. This
modified interpretation of the 178 sites was determined to
be accurate in 169 sites (95%). PET/CT induced 6 false-
positive and 3 false-negative interpretations, for an overall
diagnostic error of 1.4% of all sites evaluated.

The advantages of PET/CT for improved image interpre-
tation are of clinical significance only if they affect patient
management as well. In the present study, PET/CT affected
the clinical management of 28 of 204 patients (14%) with a
broad-spectrum impact. It indicated the need for, and guided
further diagnostic assessment. It affected therapeutic deci-
sions indicating both the most appropriate therapy modality
and protocol. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of
the first reports assessing such an impact of PET/CT in a
large, although heterogeneous, group of patients. The high
sensitivity of PET renders even equivocal sites of increased
18F-FDG uptake highly suspicious of malignancy, requiring
further evaluation. By excluding malignancy in sites of
increased physiologic or benign 18F-FDG uptake, combined
PET/CT obviates the need for further assessment, decreas-
ing risks of morbidity and reducing medical costs. In cases
where fusion increases the confidence that findings on 18F-
FDG PET are malignant, its clinical impact is even more
important, allowing for a single-step definition of disease,
its extent and its adequate evaluation and treatment. The
heterogeneous group of patients assessed in the present

study emphasizes the large range of possible implications of
PET/CT in the management of cancer patients.

Further evaluation of the additional value of combined
PET/CT imaging in different tumor types and specific clin-
ical indications is likely to provide additional insights re-
garding the important attributes of this imaging modality.
As PET becomes widely and intensively used for the as-
sessment of cancer patients, so, too, will combined PET/CT
imaging become increasingly important. Appropriate pa-
tient selection for, and economical use of combined PET/
CT, to yield optimal diagnostic and clinical information will
therefore also be an important field of investigation.

CONCLUSION

The present report assessed the additional value of com-
bined PET/CT imaging over separate PET and CT imaging
in 204 cancer patients with 586 sites suspicious of disease.
Categorization of changes in interpretation and detailed
analysis of impact on diagnostic and therapeutic manage-
ment were performed, to assess different aspects of the
value of fused imaging, not previously described in detail.
Hybrid PET/CT improved the diagnostic interpretation of
18F-FDG PET and CT in 49% of cancer patients and 30% of
sites. The additional value of fusion was characterized by
several specific categories, including precise lesion charac-
terization, precise localization, and retrospective lesion de-
tection. PET/CT data was found of benefit in various tu-
mors, in various sites and in different stages of disease
course. In 14% of patients, combined PET/CT imaging had
an impact on patient management affecting both the diag-
nostic and therapeutic approach.
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